
Pandy’s Meadowlands Selections for Friday, June 9 

Note: My odds-line for my top four contenders is based on what I think each horse’s chances 

are to win the race. For instance, if I make a horse 4-1, I think the horse’s chances of winning 

are about 20%, so if the same exact race was run ten times, he’d win it twice. If I make all of 

the horses about the same odds, that’s an indication that I think the race is wide open, or that 

I can’t pinpoint a horse that appears to have a clear edge.  

Meadowlands Race Picks 

by Bob Pandolfo 

RACE 1 

10 CAL MILES N SHELL 7-5 

9 INFINITE ZETTE 4-1 

8 BLOGMASTER 5-1 

1 LINDYS BOOZE CRUZ 8-1 

CAL MILES N SHELL 3yo gelded son of Trixton was 0 for 11 and then the lightbulb came on and he’s won 

three straight. His last start was his first over this track and he was far back early behind a modest pace 

and won easily. He seems better suited to this layout than the half mile track at Freehold…INFINITE ZETTE 

set the pace and was second behind Cal Miles N Shell…BLOGMASTER faced faster trotters the last time he 

was here and ships back in off a good try at Pocono…LINDYS BOOZE CRUZ got a perfect trip to beat 

Blogmaster in last.  

RACE 2 

5 WAR OF WILL 6-5 

2 LOU ED ZEPPELIN 7-2 

4 A B COLLINS 4-1 

7 SNAP CALL 4-1 

WAR OF WILL added lasix in first start for new barn and responded with an easy win at Harrah’s 

Philadelphia. The favorite and the second choice completely blew up in that race, the favorite backed up in 

apparent distress and the second choice set the pace and tired badly once War Of Will drew alongside him. 

This is a weak field so I’m reluctant to pick against him, but it could be a trap…LOU ED ZEPPELIN only has 

1 win in his last 53 starts but he’s been much improved since the barn change last month and he had a 

tough trip in last; also gets a big driver change…A B COLLINS comes off a nice win in the amateur 

ranks…SNAP CALL was claimed while in form and gets a catch driver tonight.  

RACE 3 

4 DRIBBLING BI 6-5 

7 SKYWAY KON MAN 5-2 

6 PLUMB 6-1 

3 GEMOLOGIST 7-1 

DRIBBLING BI drops and gets a better post and recent form is solid…SKYWAY KON MAN also drops and 

gets a better post…PLUMB has had some problems with breaks recently and she’s 0 for 14 at this track but 

she drops and is capable of leaving…GEMOLOGIST left well in last but had nothing in the last quarter; 

drops.  

RACE 4 

3 JOHNNY Q 4-1 

2 SOMWHERENBROOKLYN N 4-1 

5 WIGGLE MY COOKIE 4-1 

7 DEERFIELD BEACH 10-1 



JOHNNY Q gets a trainer change...SOMWHERENBROOKLY N gets a better post…WIGGLE MY COOKIE 

finished gamely against similar two back…DEERFIELD BEACH best needed.  

 

RACE 5 

2 D’APPER** 5-2 

3 ARI FERRARI J 4-5 

4 HARDROCKCAFE 7-1 

1 DEVILISH HILL 8-1 

D’APPER won his first two starts then was overmatched in his next two starts but the qualifier was good 

and he should be a faster colt this year; upset call…ARI FERRARI J was in tough in last but he’s clearly the 

one to beat here…HARDROCKCAFE showed some life in last…DEVILISH HILL has been racing okay against 

similar.  

RACE 6 

1 NO DRAMA PLEASE 2-1 

6 EPIC DREAMER 5-2 

5 DISTANCE LEARNING 7-2 

4 BEYOND ORDINARY 6-1 

NO DRAMA PLEASE was first over chasing a loose on the lead front runner over a speed favoring track last 

Saturday; can better that…EPIC DREAMER hasn’t raced since taking his career best mark at Hoosier on 

May 13 but could be sharpest here…DISTANCE LEARNING went off at 28-1 at this level last week but that 

field was better than this one…BEYOND ORDINARY held on to beat slower after missing a few weeks.  

RACE 7 

5 DL’S BIG ELVIS 2-1 

4 VEL LARRY 2-1 

7 TREVOR’S HUNT 4-1 

1 SKYWAY BILLY 6-1 

DL’S BIG ELVIS ships back in and lands in a weak field, does his best work around two turns…VEL LARRY 

comes off an improved effort and may take some catching…TREVOR’S HUNT flashed some late pace in 

last…SKYWAY BILLY was used hard leaving from post 10 and faded; better spot.  

RACE 8 

8 TEXAS MIKI 2-1 

2 ALBERT A’ SCOOTIN 5-2 

7 ST LADS BEAT IT 3-1 

1 CAMPORA N 4-1 

TEXAS MIKI takes a key drop and is capable of leaving…ALBERT A’SCOOTIN ships in from Freehold and 

gets a better post…ST LADS BEAT IT takes a sharp drop and beat Texas Miki by a nose in a game effort 

the last time he raced at this level; I gave Texas Miki the edge because St Lads Beat It rarely shows any 

gate speed…CAMPORA N is another Freehold shipper, gets a driver change and might fit here.  

RACE 9 

6 ITS ROCKIN RANDY 6-1 

3 BETABCOOL N 2-1 

5 TOONIE TEEN 5-2 

9 ROCKABILLY CHARM 4-1 

ITS ROCKIN RANDY doesn’t win often, but that’s the case with many of the horses in this race. He ships 

in, gets a better post, and he faced a much faster field the last time he raced here in April…BETABCOOL N 



13 year old mare seems to be on an improving pattern…TOONIE TEEN showed some life in first start for 

new barn two back but then broke in last…ROCKABILLY CHARM wired similar three back then gunned to 

the lead and tired in last two, now switches to a driver who normally races from off the pace.  

RACE 10 

1 KAPTAIN KARLOS 6-5 

3 GAZOO 2-1 

4 MARRIED MAN 8-1 

7 T DOG 12-1 

KAPTAIN KARLOS was 0 for 12 as a two year old but he was coming on at the end of last year and he 

raced well twice against El Rey, who won the Governors Cup in 1:49.2 a few weeks later. Qualified well 

and finds a good spot to break his maiden…GAZOO broke in laste but two back was a solid placing on the 

lead; main rival.  

RACE 11 

8 DERECHO 10-1 

5 IDEAL SUSPECT 5-2 

2 DOC SEMALU 4-1 

4 STOLEN ART 6-1 

DERECHO 10 year old made his first ever start over this track last week and went evenly from post 8; he’s 

capable of leaving…IDEAL SUSPECT had a tough trip in last, raced okay…DOC SEMALU and STOLEN ART 

both need to show up with one of their better races.  

RACE 12 

3 NATASHA 4-1 

5 RIGGINSWIND 1-1 

6 ANNA’S WISH 4-1 

8 SHEZAFREAKLIKEME 5-1 

NATASHA had post 8, tiring cover, rallied three wide and finished sharply against the bias last Saturday 

night; 7 year old mare has sharpened for new barn and can upset…RIGGINSWIND takes a big drop in 

class and she won at this level here in April…ANNA’S WISH had no shot in a sire stakes Final in 

last…SHEZAFREAKLIKEME was given a good drive by Stacy to win last at this level in last.  

RACE 13 

3 DANDY IDEA 4-1 

2 TRANS MEANIE 2-1 

4 LADYZAR 5-2 

1 THANEEYA 6-1 

RACE 14 

9 SPIRIT OF TRUTH 7-2 

3 BRUCE’S MAGIC 7-2 

7 COLD FOURTY ONE 9-2 

8 SNOOPY SNOOP 9-1 

BEST BET: D’APPER 5th Race 

 


